Abstract. Field-aligned currents convey stress between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, and the associated low altitude magnetic and electric fields reflect the flow of electromagnetic energy to the polar ionosphere. We introduce a new technique to measure the global distribution of high latitude Poynting flux, S || , by combining electric field estimates from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (Super-DARN) with magnetic perturbations derived using magnetometer data from the Iridium satellite constellation. Spherical harmonic methods are used to merge the data sets and calculate S || for any magnetic local time (MLT) from the pole to 60 • magnetic latitude (MLAT). The effective spatial resolutions are 2 • MLAT, 2 h MLT, and the time resolution is about one hour due to the telemetry rate of the Iridium magnetometer data. The technique allows for the assessment of high-latitude net S || and its spatial distribution on one hour time scales with two key advantages: (1) it yields the net S || including the contribution of neutral winds; and (2) the results are obtained without recourse to estimates of ionosphere conductivity. We present two examples, 23 November 1999, 14:00-15:00 UT, and 11 March 2000, 16:00-17:00 UT, to test the accuracy of the technique and to illustrate the distributions of S || that it gives. Comparisons with in-situ S || estimates from DMSP satellites show agreement to a few mW/m 2 and in the locations of S || enhancements to within the technique's resolution. The total electromagnetic energy flux was 50 GW for these events. At auroral latitudes, S || tends to maximize in the morning and afternoon in regions less than 5 • in MLAT by two hours in MLT having S || =10 to 20 mW/m 2 and total power up to 10 GW. The power poleward of the Region 1 currents is about one-third of the total power, indicating significant energy flux over the polar cap.
Introduction
The interaction of the solar wind with the Earth's magnetic environment in space gives rise to an electromagnetic dynamo connecting the magnetosphere with the ionosphere via electric fields and currents. Quantifying the energy transfer between the magnetosphere and ionosphere is fundamental to understanding the dynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere and thermosphere. The two major mechanisms of energy transfer at the ionosphere are particle precipitation and energy in the electromagnetic fields or Poynting flux. Particle energy deposition causes ionization and heating through collisions in the ionosphere and may be remote sensed using auroral ultra-violet (UV) imaging (e.g. Rees et al., 1988; Lummerzheim et al., 1997) . Electromagnetic energy incident on the topside ionosphere is either dissipated as Joule heating (e.g. Cole, 1962 Cole, , 1975 or converted into mechanical energy of neutral winds (Fujii et al., 1999; Thayer, 2000) . Particle precipitation and Poynting flux have different spatial distributions but the latter appears to account for roughly a factor of 2 more total power Lu et al., 1998; Anderson et al., 1998) .
For quasi-steady state fields, the electromagnetic energy is expressed by Poynting's theorem as
where b is the perturbation magnetic field caused by the Birkeland and ionosphere currents, and J ·E is the energy dissipation term that describes the rate of electromagnetic energy transferred to the medium, in this case, the neutral gas. Experimental studies of high latitude electrodynamic energy transport to the ionosphere have used three approaches: (i) incoherent scatter radar (ISR) measurements, (ii) groundbased magnetometer data supplemented with radar data, auroral images and satellite data and (iii) low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite measurements. The first two methods use the righthand side of Eq.
(1), estimating J and E from the measurements (cf. Thayer et al., 1995 for a discussion of this technique), whereas the third method uses in-situ measurements of b. The ISR technique is arguably the most powerful, since the electric field, electron/ion density, and electron and ion drift velocities may be derived from the ISR data (Vickrey et al., 1982; Thayer, 2000) . For an assumed spatial distribution of the Hall and Pedersen conductivities (using a neutral atmosphere model) in concert with the ISR data, one can estimate the partitioning of energy between neutral wind acceleration and Joule heating (e.g. Thayer et al., 1995) over the spatial coverage of the radar. Estimating net electrodynamic energy exchange over the region from 60 • to the pole at all longitudes using existing methods requires various assumptions of ionosphere conductivity and neutral wind properties. LEO methods do not necessarily require conductivity and neutral wind assumptions but are limited to long time intervals (∼ months) giving averaged global estimates. The determination of the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is complicated by the significant role that the velocity of the neutral gas can play in energy dissipation Lu et al., 1995) . If the neutral gas has a velocity U , the electric field in the neutral gas frame is E u =E+ U ×B, and the righthand side of Eq. (1) can be written as (Thayer and Vickrey, 1992 )
The Joule dissipation is given by Q j =J ·E u , since U ·(J ×B) is the mechanical work done on the neutral gas. The conductivity tensor, , in terms of the Pedersen and Hall conductivities, is usually defined in the neutral gas frame so that J = ·E u (e.g. Fujii et al., 1998) . In the absence of information about neutral winds, it is customary to estimate the Joule heating as Q j *= P E 2 (e.g. Kosch and Nielsen, 1995; Lu et al., 1996) . In general, Q j * is neither the total dissipation, J ·E, nor the Joule heating rate, Q j . Only for U =0 do we have Q j * = Q j =J ·E. Thayer et al. (1995) called Q j * the passive thermosphere approximation to the dissipation rate. Because of the complexities introduced by the neutral wind, determining the total electromagnetic energy dissipation and its division between Joule heating and mechanical work has been a subject of detailed study. Energy transfer in the high-latitude ionosphere has also been studied using LEO satellite data. Foster et al. (1983) analyzed AE-C satellite measurements of ion drift velocities and particle precipitation in the ionosphere F region for the period 1974-1978. They used an empirical model for the Pedersen conductivity and set the neutral wind velocity to zero. Typical values obtained were 35 GW for K p 0−3 and 85−100 GW for K p 3−6. Heelis and Coley (1988) analyzed DE 2 satellite ion drift velocity, temperature and ion concentration data. They assumed a zero neutral wind velocity, fixed the ion-neutral collision frequency at 1 s −1 and imposed a diffusive equilibrium model for the ion concentration. They proposed that frictional heating is more effective on the dawn side compared to the dusk side high-latitude atmosphere. Estimates of Poynting flux that bypassed the need for imposing neutral wind and ionosphere conductivity models were reported by Kelley et al. (1991) . Using fluxgate magnetometer and ion drift meter data along 2 high-latitude passes of the HILAT spacecraft, Kelley et al. identified small regions of upward Poynting flux. On a more global scale, Gary et al. (1995) examined 576 high-latitude passes of fluxgate magnetometer and ion drift velocity data from the DE 2 spacecraft. They presented global maps of Poynting flux averaged over the satellite lifetime. All previous studies of currents linking the ionosphere and magnetosphere using LEO methods achieve global coverage but with poor temporal resolution, usually of the order of months.
Obtaining realistic estimates of the global Poynting flux is difficult because the magnetosphere-ionosphere system reconfigures globally in response to changing solar wind conditions. Localized measurements using incoherent scatter radars or single satellite measurements do not provide the global context. Statistical averages provide essential knowledge of the general intensity and distribution of energy input Kosch and Nielsen, 1995; Thayer, 2000) but may not reflect the drivers of ionospheric dynamics for particular conditions. One approach is to use arrays of ground stations to provide global coverage with good time resolution. The availability of data from numerous ground stations has facilitated techniques to obtain nearly instantaneous maps of ionospheric equivalent current (Kamide et al., 1981) . An extension of these techniques is the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE) procedure (Richmond and Kamide, 1988) . Using statistical models for the conductivity and convection electric fields, together with various ground and space based data sets, AMIE specifies the ionosphere currents and electric fields (e.g. Lu et al., 1996) . Since electromagnetic energy accounts for most of the energy flow from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere, it is important to obtain independent measures of the global high latitude Poynting flux, free from assumptions of conductivity and neutral wind models. In this paper we introduce a technique to estimate the distribution of Poynting flux at all latitudes poleward of 60 degrees from electric and magnetic field measurements derived directly from distributed radar and satellite observations. This approach complements previous estimates of high-latitude energy flux. It is more global than those derived from incoherent scatter radars and does not require models of ionosphere conductivity or thermosphere neutral winds. However, it provides the net energy flux with no information on the partitioning of energy between Joule heating and mechanical work. The technique is more direct compared with methods such as AMIE which rely on ionosphere conductivity models and do not include the influence of neutral winds. However, at present the technique suffers from significantly coarser time resolution. Section 2 discusses the technique. Results from two intervals are presented in Sect. 3 and the results are discussed and summarized in Sect. 4.
Poynting flux estimation technique
We use the left-hand side of Eq. (1) to derive global maps of the high-latitude Poynting flux. Integrating Eq. (1) over a closed surface, a, and using the divergence theorem gives
Consider a volume bounded by the surface of the Earth, a parallel surface at ∼300 km altitude covering latitudes greater than, say 60 • , and connected to the Earth's surface by a straight radial surface. Poynting flux enters from the magnetosphere through the top surface and we assume that no energy flows through the bottom or side surfaces (Kelley et al., 1991) . The net electromagnetic power dissipated in the volume is equal to the total power flowing through the upper surface, as described by the left-hand side of Eq. (3). We define the Poynting flux into the topside ionosphere as
wherer is the unit vector along the geomagnetic field (approximately radial) and S || is positive downward. Equation (4) holds provided that E and b are determined in an inertial (non-rotating) frame of reference fixed relative to the Earth. For application to the ionosphere we use the Altitude Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic (AACGM) latitude, magnetic local time coordinates (Baker and Wing, 1989) and evaluate E and b at 300 km altitude (cf. Waters et al., 2001) . When determining S || from LEO satellite data one must remove the spacecraft velocity, u sat , in evaluating plasma drifts or subtract the −u sat ×B electric field from direct measurements of electric fields. For radar determinations of E one must remove the radar velocity from the Doppler velocity determinations. Since the ambient electric field is very small, the b measured by satellites is to a very high accuracy the same as that in an inertial frame. Up until now, global scale in-situ measurements of both E and b on time scales of less than hours have not been possible.
Estimating the electric field
The electric field is derived by detecting ion convective motions in the ionosphere F region. At ∼300 km altitude the geomagnetic field-aligned electric field is negligible and the transverse electric fields drive the plasma with a convection velocity,
Measurements of v in Eq. (5) are available from the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) which employs over-the-horizon radar technology to probe the high-latitude ionosphere by detecting signal scattered back to the radar by density irregularities. SuperDARN is an international collaboration of HF radars in the polar regions and the coverage in the Northern Hemisphere is shown in Fig. 1 of Shepherd and Ruohoniemi (2000) . Technical details of the radars are described in Greenwald et al. (1985) . In common mode, the radars scan through 16 successive azimuthal directions or beams spaced by 3.3 • , with an integration time of 7 s per beam . The Doppler shifts in the backscattered returns provide estimates of the velocity in Eq. (5). The radars rotate with the Earth and this effect is removed from the line of sight velocities by subtracting the projection of the radar velocity along the line of sight. The resulting velocities and hence electric fields are evaluated in an Earth centered, non-rotating frame. Velocity estimates of the plasma convection may be obtained by vector addition of the line-of-sight measurements within common volumes (Greenwald et al., 1995) . A technique that uses all available radar data to map the global convection pattern was described by Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998) . After median filtering to improve data integrity, the data are overlaid on a spatial grid with each square cell measuring ∼110 km on a side. The electric field is expressed as the gradient of an electrostatic potential which is expanded in terms of spherical harmonic functions and the coefficients are determined using a least-squares formulation. The radar velocity measurements are supplemented with velocity information from the statistical model of Ruohoniemi and Greenwald (1996) , keyed to the IMF conditions.
Estimating the perturbation magnetic fields
The Iridium satellite constellation consists of over 70 threeaxis stabilized satellites in 6 polar orbit, meridian planes. The onboard magnetometers measure the magnetic field in the Earth centered radial, satellite cross and along track directions. However, only the cross track component data are suitable (Anderson et al., 2000 (Anderson et al., , 2002 . The magnetometer data from the Iridium satellites are available at an average sample period around 200 seconds. Using data from all satellites in each orbit plane compensates for the long sampling interval.
The procedure for extracting the cross-track magnetic field perturbation signal from the Iridium satellite data was described by Anderson et al. (2000) . Briefly, the IGRF model magnetic field is subtracted from the Iridium magnetometer data, corrections for cross-talk, sensor orientation and offsets are applied and the resulting cross-track magnetic field data are high pass filtered. The procedure for obtaining the magnetic field, b, due to Birkeland currents at any location from the cross-track Iridium magnetometer data, using spherical harmonic data fitting techniques, is described in Waters et al. (2001) .
Global Poynting flux
The SuperDARN and Iridium magnetometer data can be combined to give the Poynting flux by application of Eq. (4). With the present Iridium magnetometer data average sample rate, Anderson et al. (2000 Anderson et al. ( , 2001 have shown that the Iridium data need to be integrated over about one hour to obtain a latitude resolution of roughly 2 • . For the time being, this limits our calculation of global Poynting flux to intervals when solar wind conditions are stable over an hour or longer. This is a dramatic improvement on global energy estimates where the data were averaged over the DE 2 spacecraft lifetime and is more comparable with the time taken for an ∼800 km altitude satellite pass (∼30 min). The SuperDARN data provides global electric field maps on time scales as short as 2 min . This much shorter time scale allows verification that the global plasma convection is stable over the accumulation time used for the Iridium data. To calculate the Poynting flux, the 2-min SuperDARN derived electric field values were averaged over the intervals used to accumulate the Iridium data.
Event results
We present results for two intervals, Event 1 from 16:00-17:00 UT on 11 March 2000 and Event 2 from 14:00-15:00 UT on 23 November 1999. These events were chosen based on the quality of the field-aligned currents obtained from Iridium, the spatial coverage of backscatter returns in SuperDARN data and the stability of the SuperDARN derived convection pattern. We first discuss the solar wind/IMF conditions and the prevailing geophysical conditions for each case before considering the Poynting flux results. Figure 2b shows the field-aligned currents obtained from the Iridium magnetometer data. The dawnside, downward Region 1 currents (blue) and the dusk sector, upward Region 1 currents (red) are easily identified around 72 • geomagnetic latitude. The dusk and nightside Region 2 currents extend equatorward of 60 • . The FAC system is displaced slightly toward dusk, even though the IMF is mostly southward. The maximum current density obtained was 0.8µAm −2 located at 75 • and 14:00 MLT, although this value is most likely underestimated as discussed below. The spatial distribution of S || for this period is shown in Fig. 2c . Integrating S || from 60 • MLAT to the pole gives a total estimated power of 50 GW. Figure 2c shows three regions of enhanced S || that occur within the area of SuperDARN returns and are located between the Regions 1 and 2 currents. The locations of the maxima in these enhancements relative to the nearest local extrema in Regions 1 and 2 currents are given in Table 1 . The enhancements are well defined if S || greater than 4 mW/m 2 is plotted. Therefore, a contour at the 4 mW/m 2 level was used to define a closed curve around each enhancement to calculate the total power in each. These details are given in Table 2 along with the average S || and the area. At dawn the maximum for S || is 11 mWm −2 at 72 • MLAT and occurs between both the latitudes and local times of the Region 1 and 2 FAC extrema. The total power in this morning region is about 1/5th of the total. The afternoon/evening enhancement is slightly smaller in area and accounts for less power, ∼9 GW, and the average Poynting flux is somewhat smaller than in the morning. The afternoon enhancement also occurs between the Region 1 and 2 currents. The total power in the three enhanced S || zones ∼40% of the total. The FAC and Poynting flux data in Tables 1 and 2 , and Fig. 2 , represent the first, ∼ hourly time resolution, in-situ measurements of these parameters over the region from 60 • to the pole. Due to the unique spatial coverage over the hourly time scale, a determination of the uncertainties in the data is not straightforward. Both the Iridium and SuperDARN data sets have been processed using spherical harmonic and least-squares fitting methods. While there are measures of fit for the least-squares process that provides estimates of uncertainties at the data fitting stage, we really are more interested in the accuracy of the values in Tables  1 and 2 . Direct error estimates may be obtained from independent satellite measurements, even if they are limited in spatial coverage over an hourly time frame. Estimates of the uncertainties in our Poynting flux data have been obtained using the magnetic field and ion drift meter data from the DMSP F-13 and F-15 satellites. derived magnetic field data in the two top panels of Fig. 3 . The data are presented as the north-south (θ ) and east-west (φ) magnetic field components. A single number error estimate was derived from the median of the error squared as follows: (i) the Iridium derived magnetic field estimates were determined at each DMSP data sample location (1840 points); (ii) the difference between the DMSP and Iridium magnetic field values was squared; (iii) the median of this squared difference data set was determined and the square root of this median value is the error estimate. For the 11 March 2000 data, the median errors were 40 nT for the θ and 60 nT, for the φ component magnetic field data. The 16:48 UT increase in the east-west magnetic field is underestimated by the Iridium data fitting process due to the spherical harmonic fit.
We have examined over 40 intervals of global FACs derived from Iridium magnetometer data and compared them with magnetic field measurements from both DMSP and Oersted satellites (Anderson et al., 2003) . The Iridium derived magnetic field values are within 10% of the values obtained from DMSP F-13 and F-15 and Oersted, if these data have similar spatial filtering. Figure 3 shows that peak magnetic field values associated with FACs that occur over a relatively narrow latitude extent (e.g. at 16:48 UT) may be underestimated by up to a factor of 2. However, the location of these enhanced magnetic field values are in agreement with those determined from DMSP and Oersted magnetometer data. The IMF and solar wind data for 23 November 1999 are shown in Fig. 4 . On this day, the IMF was stable to within 25 • of a clock angle of 130 • in the y-z plane (i.e. B z <0, B y >0) from 08:00 to 19:00 UT. The solar wind velocity during 13:00-14:00 UT was between 450 and 425 km/s, so a convective delay of ∼55 min from ACE to Earth was used. Allowing for this, the IMF magnetic field measured at the ACE spacecraft over 13:05-14:05 UT was (2.3, 7.1, look AE varied between about 400 and 600 nT. Polar UVI auroral images of ∼8 h in MLT centered on midnight (not presented here) are available during this interval and show that there were no auroral substorm intensifications during 14:00-15:00 UT and that the nightside auroral pattern was stable with a double oval in the late evening.
The Doppler velocities from SuperDARN, FACs from the Iridium magnetometer data and S || for 14:00-15:00 UT, on 23 November 1999, are shown in Fig. 5 . For this interval, the SuperDARN convection maps were available for both Northern and Southern (late spring) Hemispheres, giving an indication of conjugate Poynting flux. Figure 5a shows the averaged velocities from the SuperDARN data. Most of the experimental data for the Northern Hemisphere comes from the dayside, with the statistical model completing the night side global estimates. This should be reasonable given the remarkably steady IMF conditions, as shown in Fig. 4 . Large flow vectors near 72 • during mid afternoon indicate enhanced electric fields in this region. The experimental data for the Southern Hemisphere is concentrated around prenoon and pre-midnight. The statistical model values from the Northern Hemisphere were mapped to the south for estimating the electric fields where there were no radar returns. Figure 5b shows FACs obtained from the Iridium magnetometer data. For the Northern Hemisphere, the dawnside downward Region 1 currents (blue) merge with the duskside Region 2 currents, a feature that we have found to occur for positive IMF B y . The afternoon upward Region 1 current (red) is the largest in the Northern Hemisphere, peaking at 0.9µAm −2 around 17:00 MLT (see Table 3 ). The Southern Hemisphere is viewed through the Earth from the North Pole. Positive current (red) flows radially outward from the southern ionosphere. For the Southern Hemisphere, the afternoon Region 1 (red, outward) and Region 2 (blue, inward) currents are clearly defined. The Southern Hemisphere afternoon Region 1 current is contiguous with the morning Region 2 current. This is in approximate mirror symmetry with the Northern Hemisphere.
The spatial distribution of S || for both hemispheres is shown in Fig. 5c , and the locations and properties of the currents and S || in regions of enhanced flux are listed in Tables 3  and 4 . In the Southern Hemisphere the enhanced Poynting flux region near 07:00 MLT and 72 • is within the area of radar returns associated with large convection velocities there. The region of strong Poynting flux in the north at 15:00 MLT is within the area covered by radar returns, indicating narrow latitudinal heating. The enhanced S || regions that overlap radar returns are indicated in Tables 3 and 4 in the morning, between the Region 1 and 2 currents. The Poynting flux integrated from 60 • to the pole is 46 GW for both the Southern and Northern Hemispheres.
The regions of enhanced S || in Fig. 5 account for roughly one-quarter of the total energy flux. The power levels in these regions and the minima between them were somewhat lower than the event in Fig. 2 , so we used a contour at 2.5 mW/m 2 to evaluate integral properties of the enhancements. The result for the Northern Hemisphere enhancement around 15:00 UT (Fig. 5c) , with a contour at 4 mW/m 2 , is also given for comparison with the 11 March 2000 case. In the north, the single rather large region of strong S || accounts for ∼25% of the total while in the south the two auroral zone enhancements account for ∼20% of the Southern Hemisphere power. Three of the four enhancements occur between the Region 1 and 2 currents (N: 15:00 MLT, S: 08:00 MLT and S: 16:00 MLT). The fourth, S :11:00 MLT, lies poleward of all the resolved major current systems. At 11:00 MLT there are three current "sheets", so we identify the upward current there as Region 0.
Once again, an independent measure of the magnetic field and S || values is available from DMSP data. For 23 November 1999, DMSP F-13 passed 60 • geomagnetic latitude at 18.0 MLT and tracked across to 60 • at 06:00 MLT, a dusk to dawn pass. The perturbation magnetic field data obtained along the DMSP F-13 track are compared with the Iridium derived magnetic field data in the top two panels of The two lower panels in Fig. 6 show the S || comparison for data sampled along the DMSP F-13 track (see Fig. 5c ) for 23 November 1999. There is general agreement between the two data sets, as shown by the S || difference histogram in the lower right panel of Fig. 6 . The largest differences are located where DMSP encounters large values of S || that occur over small spatial scales. The median error between the two S || data sets is 1.4 mWm −2 .
Integral energy flux: Latitude and local time
Quantitative trends with latitude and local time are difficult to judge from the color maps, so we integrated the S || distributions shown in Figs. 2c and 5c in two ways. To investigate the local time distribution of auroral zone Poynting flux we integrated S || over latitudes from 64 • to 75 • and expressed the result as power per MLT hour. This is shown for the three cases in Fig. 7 . In all cases the smallest power is seen near midnight and noon, and reaches several GW/MLT-hour within a few hours of dawn and dusk. The maxima are fairly broad being four to six hours in extent at half maximum.
There is some evidence for a morning/evening asymmetry. For the 23 November case, the Northern Hemisphere integrated power in the evening is nearly twice that in the morning, whereas in the south they are approximately the same. For 11 March, the power in the morning and evening are essentially the same. Almost all of the asymmetry for the 23 November Northern Hemisphere is due to the large S || enhancement in the afternoon. Since the IMF B y was positive for 23 November, this local time asymmetry may be due to the asymmetries in reconnection driven convection associated with the IMF B y . The asymmetry is not evident in the Southern Hemisphere for 23 November, indicating that the dynamics in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres may be different. However, there are strong FACs in the Southern Hemisphere afternoon, so an absence of radar returns, where the statistical data is used may be suppressing any large S || there. Morning afternoon asymmetries have been reported in particle precipitation and auroral emissions. For the Northern Hemisphere, particle precipitation and auroral luminosity, on average, exhibit a prominent afternoon "hot spot" (Evans, 1985; Newell et al., 1996a; Liou et al., 1997b) , whereas a morning enhancement associated with positive B z is comparatively weak (Newell et al., 1996a) .
To examine the relative importance of power incident in the auroral zone to that over the polar cap we integrated the S || over local time to obtain the power per unit latitude, dP /dλ= S || (λ, ϕ)r cos(λ)dϕ, and then calculated the cumulative power equatorward of λ, P(λ), by integrating dP/dλ from 60 • to λ Table 5 . Total power in the auroral zone, divided into 00:00-12:00 (AM) and 12:00-24:00 (PM) local time ranges, and total polar cap power. shown versus |λ|.) For all three cases, the latitudes where P(λ) is the steepest are about 65 • to 75 • . Poleward of 75 • , P(λ) continues to rise, indicating power incident over the polar cap.
The total polar cap power, the total auroral zone power and the auroral zone power in the morning and evening for the three cases are listed in Table 5 . We used 64 • -75 • and 75 • -90 • for the auroral and polar cap latitude ranges, respectively. The auroral zones account for most of the total power, ∼60−70%, on average. For all three cases the total power incident over the polar cap is a significant fraction of the total, ∼40% for both hemispheres on 23 November and ∼30% for 11 March. Therefore, even though S || peaks in the auroral zone, the energy flux into the polar cap is a significant portion, about 1/3, of the total power budget.
Discussion
We have presented measurements of the global distribution of net Poynting flux linking the high-latitude ionosphere and magnetosphere on one-hour time scales. This has been achieved without estimating parameters such as ionospheric conductivities, neutral wind velocities or ion collision frequencies. The Poynting flux reported here is the net electromagnetic energy density linking the thermosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere. The physical processes involved in the energy exchange are readily seen from Eq. (2). The first term on the RHS gives the rate at which electrical energy is converted to heating the neutral gas while the second term describes the conversion from mechanical to electrical energy (Thayer and Vickrey, 1992; Richmond and Thayer, 2000) . Usually, the J ×B force acts to accelerate the neutral wind, but this term can be negative, in which case mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy corresponding to the "flywheel" effect (Lyons et al., 1985) . The Poynting flux in Figs. 2c and 5c is the combined effect of these processes.
The results for the events presented in Figs. 2 and 5 have integrated powers of ∼50 GW, with maximum S || around 10 to 15 mWm −2 . Peak values of S || are underestimated to a degree that increases as the spatial structure narrows due to the spatial resolution of the Iridium magnetic perturbation maps. The data fitting process will smooth and reduce the magnetic field estimates in these regions. If we allow for an underestimate in S || of ∼30% in the auroral zone, the integrated powers over 60 • to the pole reach ∼60 GW. This total energy flux is on the smaller side of typical passive heating rates obtained by the AMIE procedure, which are typically 50 to 100 GW for non-storm times (e.g. Lu et al., 1996; Buonsanto et al., 1999; Slinker et al., 1999) .
The Joule heating values provided by AMIE is indirect and subject to two primary sources of uncertainty. First, the inferred electric fields and ionosphere currents depend on estimates of Hall and Pedersen conductivities. Comparison under different conductivity assumptions show that the results are sensitive to the conductivities (e.g. Richmond et al., 1990) . The conductivity distributions are estimated by modifying statistical models using correlations between ground magnetic signals and conductivity (Ahn et al., 1983 ), low Earth orbit particle precipitation data and UV auroral emission images when available. While the energy flux can be estimated from auroral UV images (Lummerzheim et al., 1997), the conductivities depend on the energy spectrum which must be estimated by comparing two bands in the UV (Germany et al., 1994) . The uncertainties in the resultant estimated conductivity distributions and their contributions to the errors in the derived Joule heating rates are difficult to characterize.
The second source of uncertainty is that the Joule heating rates calculated by AMIE are the passive energy dissipation Q j *. Radar experiments (Fujii et al., 1999; Thayer, 2000) and simulations (Lu et al., 1995) indicate that Q j * typically overestimates Q j by 10−30%. The disparity between Q j * and J ·E is often larger by a factor of two during moderate activity (Fujii et al., 1999; Thayer, 2000) . Therefore, the estimates of Joule heating provided by AMIE depend on assumptions whose quantitative effect on the results can be difficult to judge but which are probably significant, particularly if one is interested in the net energy dissipation.
Our total auroral zone energy flux is also smaller than the 84-GW average passive heating power determined using EISCAT and SABRE over the latitude range observed by the radars (Kosch and Nielsen, 1995) . This is not entirely unexpected since the passive heating rate is usually an overestimate of the net electromagnetic energy flux (Thayer, 1998 (Thayer, , 2000 . The maximum S || is comparable to those from the ISR experiments though somewhat lower than maxima obtained by single spacecraft (Kelley et al., 1991; Gary et al., 1995) . We find that Poynting flux in the auroral zones is not uniform with local time but tends to maximize in "hot spots" whose location and extent differs between hemispheres and appear to depend on the IMF. Local time structuring in the passive heating rate estimates from AMIE is also typical (Lu et al., 1996; Slinker et al., 1999) . Given that both techniques obtain structured energy distributions at auroral latitudes suggests that it should be easy to test whether these localized heating regions match in future intercomparisons.
A new feature reported here is that the Poynting flux over the polar cap is an appreciable fraction of the total electromagnetic energy. The total net energy flux poleward of the large-scale current systems accounts for up to half as much as the total auroral zone input. Deng et al. (1995) , using DE-2, found that the Poynting flux over the polar cap was a significant fraction of that occurring in the auroral zones. The electric and magnetic fields are approximately uniform over the polar cap. This implies that the corresponding J ×B force in the ionosphere is fairly horizontally uniform over the entire polar cap, providing an anti-sunward neutral wind flow with a scale size larger than the latitudinal extent of the auroral zones . Simulations of neutral wind velocities show similar large-scale flows (Lu et al., 1995) and indicate that polar cap electromagnetic energy flux is dissipated largely by neutral wind acceleration .
The large-scale pattern of energy flux in Fig. 2c with maxima in the morning and evening is qualitatively different from the average distribution of particle energy flux. Statistical studies of both auroral particle precipitation (Hardy et al., 1989; Newell et al., 1996a) and auroral luminosity (Liou et al., 1997b; Shue et al., 2001) found broad maxima on the nightside with a lower flux on the dayside and very low deposition over the polar cap. A similar difference, with precipitation energy flux stronger on the nightside and Joule heating stronger on the dayside, was observed for a geomagnetic storm (Anderson et al., 1998) . Since S || often maximizes on the dayside, it appears that field-aligned currents and their concomitant energy density flow are not necessarily correlated with auroral luminosity. This is consistent with statistical studies of Newell et al. (1996b) and Liou et al. (2001) , who showed that aurora and precipitating particle energy flux are more prevalent for the nighttime ionosphere. The difference between auroral and S || distributions indicates that particle and electromagnetic energy flux are somewhat complementary.
One aspect of the Poynting flux results has an interesting parallel with auroral emissions and particle precipitation. A number of statistical studies have reported preferred regions of enhanced auroral activity known as "hot" or "warm" spots (Cogger et al., 1977; Evans, 1985; Newell et al., 1996a; Liou et al., 1997a) . On average, a hot spot is located between 14:00-16:00 MLT and appears to correspond with Region 1 FAC latitudes. From a statistical analysis of 9 years of electron acceleration events in DMSP data, Newell et al. (1996a) showed that for northward directed IMF, a less intense "warm" spot can occur between 06:00-09:00 MLT. With the ability to map global Poynting flux on relatively short time scales, hot spots can now be identified in terms of electromagnetic energy flux. Figure 2c shows large downward Poynting flux around dawn, in the warm spot MLT sector reported in Newell et al. (1996a) but for southward IMF. Figure 5c shows enhanced downward Poynting flux during mid afternoon and near Region 1 FACs for the Northern Hemisphere, in good agreement with previous observations of the afternoon hot spot. These events suggest that, on an individual basis, distinct, heated regions may develop for southward IMF conditions and the previously statistically identified morning warm spot may on occasion contain the larger Poynting flux. Future investigations of the relationship between the global Poynting flux and particle precipitation enhancements should reveal how dayside enhanced auroral regions are related to Poynting flux and the field-aligned currents.
There have been reports of negative (upward) Poynting flux (e.g. Gary et al., 1995) . This may occur where the mechanical energy term is larger than the Joule heating term in Eq. (2) and the neutral gas, through U, drives the magnetosphere. The contours of zero Poynting flux in Figs. 2c and 5c are highlighted in white. Within these areas there are hints of upward Poynting flux. These occur at the poleward side of the Region 1 currents, consistent with previous results that upward Poynting flux tends to occur near the ionospheric plasma convection reversal (Kelley et al., 1991; Gary et al., 1995) . Regions of upward Poynting flux driven by neutral winds are also predicted by thermosphere circulation models (Thayer and Vickrey, 1992; Thayer et al., 1995) . However, since the convection reversal is where the magnetic perturbations reverse it is also where uncertainties in the measured magnetic field perturbations have the largest relative effect and the direction of the magnetic perturbation is uncertain, and hence so is the sign of S || . The Iridium magnetometer data have 48 nT resolution commensurate with the median differences with the DMSP magnetometer perturbations. Comparison with other LEO satellite magnetometer data in these regions is necessary to confidently identify upward Poynting flux. For the moment, uncertainties in fitted data are large enough to introduce significant errors in the location of the null point in the magnetic field perturbation. The Doppler velocity and hence electric field estimates also have uncertainties, although they may be smaller than for the magnetic field data. In regions where there are no radar returns, the electric fields are derived from a statistical model based on IMF orientation. While choosing steady IMF intervals may be more likely to bring the actual values near those estimated from the statistical model, the relative errors will be largest near the convection reversal. Therefore, we do not regard the results presented here as confirming the occurrence of upward Poynting flux. Nonetheless, using the approach presented here, it may be possible in the future to identify Poynting flux, driven by the neutral wind dynamo, following transitions from sustained forced convection to little or no magnetospheric forcing (Deng et al., 1991; Asamura and Iyemori, 1995) .
Conclusions
We have developed a new technique to estimate the electromagnetic energy flux at the topside ionosphere. The method employs global-scale measurements of plasma drift from the SuperDARN radars to estimate electric fields and magnetic field measurements from the >70 Iridium polar orbiting satellites, to estimate the magnetic perturbations at high latitudes. The electric and magnetic fields are then represented by spherical harmonic functions and their cross product yields the Poynting flux directly from first principles.
For the two events analyzed here we compared the results against independent Poynting flux determinations from low Earth orbiting satellites. The DMSP drift meter and magnetometer data allow us to estimate the local Poynting flux along the satellite track, and one track was available with suitable data for each event. We evaluated our twodimensional map for the Poynting flux along the satellite track to compare directly with the DMSP results. We find general agreement both in the co-location of maximum fluxes and in the quantitative values to within a few mW/m 2 . The agreement is consistent with the 2 • MLAT and 2-h MLT resolution of the perturbation magnetic field fit to the Iridium data, that is, our distribution is smoothed relative to the DMSP results.
There are two principal limitations to the technique as implemented. Because it presently takes approximately 1 h to accumulate sufficient samples from the Iridium constellation, the technique is applicable to situations for which convection and solar wind forcing are stable over this time scale. Even with this limitation, the technique reduces the time to construct the distribution of high-latitude Poynting flux from many months to just one hour. This allows us to determine the Poynting flux distribution for specific events as opposed to the long-term averages from single satellites that were available previously. Second, the electric field estimates are most reliable in regions where radar returns were obtained and hence where Doppler velocity measurements were made. Elsewhere, the electric field estimates are driven by statistical patterns. The results are therefore most reliable in regions of radar returns and since this is known, regions of higher and lower reliability are readily identified.
The SuperDARN/Iridium approach offers two primary advantages that complement other techniques used to estimate high-latitude energy input. First, because the technique yields the net electromagnetic energy flux directly, the influence of the neutral winds is included. Comparisons with techniques that yield the net Joule dissipation using incoherent scatter radars may allow independent assessment of the neutral wind contribution to energy transport. Second, because the approach does not require any assumptions regarding ionosphere conductivities, it can provide an independent test of techniques which rely on ground magnetometer data to infer electric fields and energy dissipation.
These first analyses yield two new results on the distribution of Poynting flux at high latitudes. First, the Poynting flux over the polar cap, poleward of Region 1, is approximately 1/3 of the total, or about 15 GW in the two cases presented here. Since the electric and magnetic fields were approximately uniform over the polar cap, this implies an approximately uniform anti-sunward J ×B force accelerating neutral winds. This result is consistent with Deng et al. (1995) and suggests that the neutral wind dynamo may play a role in electrodynamics on the nightside, where the inertia of the neutral wind carries it through the nightside auroral zone as suggested by the modeling results of Thayer et al. (1995) . Second, we find that the auroral zone Poynting flux can be rather concentrated in a few, two to three, hours of local time. These regions of enhanced Poynting flux may be related to the regions of enhanced auroral activity known as "hot" or "warm" spots (Cogger et al., 1977; Evans, 1985; Newell et al., 1996a; Liou et al., 1997b) . In general, the auroral zone Poynting fluxes maximize near dawn and dusk in contrast to statistical distributions of auroral emissions which maximize at night. Comparison of Poynting flux distributions as obtained here with auroral imagery will allow us to assess the simultaneous distribution of the particle and electromagnetic energy inputs and determine the relationships between them.
